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Introduction

A European Parliament Delegation of five Members led by Mr Jürgen Schröder and 
composed of Mrs Glenys Kinnock, Mrs Marie-Arlette Carlotti, Mrs Marie Anne Isler 
Beguin and Mr Johan Van Hecke, was sent to Rwanda to observe the legislative
elections held there on 15 September 2008.

The Delegation met three times before leaving for Rwanda. At its first meeting on 8 
July, Mr Jürgen Schröder was elected as Chairman. An exchange of views was held 
with the Chief Observer, Mr Michael Cashman, on the political situation in the 
country in the context of the elections, and on the work of the EU Election 
Observation Mission (EOM). At its second and third meetings, on 3 and 8 September 
respectively, the Delegation discussed the draft programme of the mission and the 
deployment possibilities for Election Day.

It should be noted that the Members of the Delegation were put under a lot of pressure 
prior to their departure for Rwanda. Visas for five participants of the Delegation 
(three from France and two from Germany) were delayed and only issued at the last 
moment from the Rwandan Embassy in Brussels. A visa was denied to one Belgian 
participant (Mr Koenraad Dillen), who subsequently decided to withdraw from the 
Election Observation Delegation. 

Brief overview of the Delegation's activities in Rwanda

The delegation stayed in Rwanda between 12 and 18 September 2008. In the days 
before the elections, the Members met with the Chief Observer, Mr Michael 
Cashman, and the EU EOM Core Team, as well as the representatives of the three
main political formations (Rwandan Patriotic Front, Social Democratic Party, Liberal 
Party), the independent candidate competing in the 2008 Chamber of Deputies
elections, the chairman of the National Electoral Commission (NEC), the presidents 
of two domestic observer groups (CSEOM - Platform, LDGL), the president of the 
National Council of Women, the executive secretary of the National Unity and 
Reconciliation Council, the European Commission representative in Rwanda, and the 
Heads of missions of several Member States (Belgium, UK, Germany and the 
Netherlands). Long before Election Day, an audience with the President of Rwanda
had been requested for the entire delegation, but it was turned down. The volume and 
diversity of meetings with the different political stakeholders gave the delegation a 
good overview of the context of, and the preparations for, the elections.

To cover Election Day, the Delegation split into 5 groups, two of which were 
deployed in Gisenyi and province and three in Kigali and surroundings.

On 16 September Mrs Glenys Kinnock observed the indirect elections of 24 female 
members to the Chamber of Deputies in the Nyarugenge District, City of Kigali. On 
the same day a debriefing with the Chief Observer, Mr Michael Cashman, took place, 
during which the general impressions of the delegation were considered.

Mr Jürgen Schröder presented the findings and presented the views of the Members of 
the Delegation at a press conference on 17 September 2008. 
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As a whole, the EP Election Observation team was able to handle all challenges that 
arose, it worked very well as a unit, and maintained close cooperation with the EU 
EOM.

Main observations during Election Day

Having visited more than 30 polling stations on Election Day, the Delegation 
observed that the elections were organised in a proper way, well prepared and were 
conducted in a calm and peaceful atmosphere.

On the morning of Election Day, each of the teams witnessed the opening procedure
at their respective polling stations. Stations opened on time and voting took place in a 
disciplined way without any observed incident. Security conditions were very good –
the police maintained a low profile, and remained on the periphery of all polling 
station sites.

There was a pervading atmosphere of goodwill, and election staff were highly 
dedicated. As a result, the Members of the Delegation were well received at the 
polling stations they visited.

At the same time, some serious shortcomings and irregularities in the performance of 
voting and counting procedures were observed. For instance, the majority of ballot 
boxes were not sealed. Each box was supposed to be sealed with non-reusable plastic 
seals two times - before voting started and after counting ended. In some places, 
however, the NEC failed to deliver enough seals. In other places, problems with the 
sealing were caused by shortcomings in the NEC's instructions. In most cases 
however, the sealing problems were assessed as not undertaken with fraudulous 
intend and overcome at an early stage of the voting process.

In addition, in some polling stations voter turn-out was above 100%, which was 
substantiated by the additional number of voters in the annexes to the voter lists. In 
general, people turned out to vote in large numbers, leading to an unusually high total
turn-out (over 98%). In some polling stations, turnout already had reached 100% by
11 o'clock. However, the supplementary voters lists, which were usually very long 
(sometimes equal to a third of the original voter list length), could have provided
room for "double voting". 

The members also noticed that agents from the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) were 
systematically present inside and around the polling stations, while the presence of 
other political parties' agents was negligible. Moreover, in some polling stations there 
were agents whose function was unclear (but most probably RPF representatives), but 
who were giving instructions and explaining to the voters the procedures they had to 
follow inside the station – a responsibility which should be exclusive to election staff. 

As regards the counting of votes, the consolidation of ballot papers (number of ballot 
papers received, number of people voted, number of papers in the ballot box, number 
of papers left, number of invalid papers) was not always performed and noted down
before counting commenced. In most polling stations the counting procedure itself 
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was particularly slow and sometimes votes had to be recounted several times. After 
each count, results usually differed slightly, and in some cases the total number of 
counted votes didn't match the number of votes cast according to the register and 
appendix. Finally, the Members were surprised that the voting results noted down 
from the polling stations observed were significantly different from those that were
officially announced results. 

The indirect election of 24 female representatives that took place on 16 September
also took place in a peaceful and orderly manner. However, some peculiarities for 
"women's elections" were noted: polling station staff consisted of three men and only 
two women, and men seemed to have the priority in casting their votes first. 

Main conclusions and recommendations on the elections

On the basis of the above observations and findings, the Delegation came to the 
following conclusions:

There was a lack of real competition during the election process. In the Delegation’s 
opinion, the most serious failing of the election process was the lack of real 
competition between political parties, the lack of diverging political views and public 
opinion expressed during the elections. The Members recognise that these elections 
should be considered against the background of the genocide of 1994. Against this
background, in today's Rwanda the principles of power-sharing and decision-making 
by consensus are constitutionally enshrined, and have led to a state of 
“complementary parties to”, rather than “opposition parties to” the governing RPF.
Nevertheless, the Delegation considers that events of the genocide cannot be 
constantly used as a justification and excuse for the lack of competitive elections and 
plurality of political views. The Members believe that real electoral choices and 
alternatives, stemming from true competition between political actors, are prerequisite 
for, and the essence of, parliamentary democracy. 

Voters were put under pressure from the governing party. The unusually high voter 
turnout was the most obvious result of the pressure exerted by the governing party. 
Another illustration of this pressure was the systematic presence of RPF agents in the 
polling stations. 

The indirect elections for the 24 women deputies were not representative and 
transparent enough. The delegation commends Rwanda for having the highest 
percentage of female parliamentary representatives in the world (56 %). At the same 
time however, the Members consider that indirect elections for women tend to blur 
transparency as regards political affiliation of elected representatives, and are less
representative, as they cut the link between the electorate and the elected. In this 
context the Delegation recommends that all elections in the Rwandan parliamentary 
system become direct, in order to overcome the above constraints.

The training of polling staff was insufficient. Many of the irregularities during the 
election process resulted from inadequate training of polling staff. Such technicalities
are, however, indispensable safeguards for the success of the election process. For 
instance, problems arising from the ballot box seals made, to a large extent, all
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subsequent steps of the election process problematic, and undermined the 
accountability of the election result. The failure to reconcile the votes impeded the
accountability of the voting process. To avoid such shortcomings, in future the NEC 
will have to organize increased and more adequate training for election staff. The 
Delegation considers that the European Parliament, if requested, could also provide 
support and assistance in this training.

In the end, it is clear that confidence in the electoral process has not been fully re-
established, but some progress seems to have been made in comparison with previous
elections in Rwanda. However, these modest but highly progressive steps forward 
have to be enhanced, and further efforts have to be made to open up Rwanda's
political space, media, and civil society to diverging views and opinions, so that
Rwanda can become a truly vibrant democracy and serves as an example to other 
countries in the region. 
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EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

ELECTION OBSERVATION DELEGATION IN RWANDA

PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS
(15 September 2008)

List of participants

Members

Mr Jürgen SCHRÖDER, EPP-ED, German (Chairman)
Mrs Glenys KINNOCK, PSE, British
Mrs Marie Arlette CARLOTTI, PSE, French
Mr Johan VAN HECKE, ALDE, Belgian
Mrs Marie Anne ISLER BEGUIN, Verts/ALE, French

Secretariat

Mr Dietmar NICKEL, Director General
Mr Pietro DUCCI, Head of Unit
Mrs Nikolina VASSILEVA, Administrator
Mrs Claudine STAUB, Assistant

Political Groups

Mr Jesper HAGLUND, EPP-ED
Mrs Ruth DE CESARE, PSE
Mrs Tsiguereda WALELIGN, Verts/ALE

Interpreters

Mr Malick SY
Mr Nicholas CROWTHER

Abbreviations :
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                            Democrats
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GUE/NGL European United Left/Nordic Green Left 
UEN Union for Europe of the Nations Group
I-D Independence/Democracy
NI Non-attached
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Secretariat

Mr Dietmar NICKEL
Mr Pietro DUCCI 

Mrs Nikolina VASSILEVA
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Mr Jesper HAGLUND, EPP-ED
Mrs Ruth DE CESARE, PSE

Mrs Tsiguereda WALELIGN, Verts/ALE

Interpreters

Mr Malick SY
Mr Nicolas CROWTHER
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Friday, 12 September

Afternoon Arrival of Members in Kigali and transfer to the hotel 

SERENA HOTEL
P.O. Box 7469
Kigali
Tel. +250 597 100
Fax + 250 597 101

20.00 Dinner with the Chief observer of the delegation and the Head of the EC delegation
Venue: Chez Robert 

Saturday, 13 September 

8.30-9.30 Meeting with the Chief Observer, Mr Michael CASHMAN
Briefing by the Core Team of the EU Election Observation Mission 

- Analysis of the political situation with reference to parliamentary elections
- Analysis of the electoral and legal situation
- Media landscape and campaign environment 

Venue: Novotel

9.30 Meeting with the Heads of EU missions
Venue: Novotel

10.30 Meeting with Prof. Chrysologue KARANGWA, Chairman of the National 
Election Commission
Venue: Novotel

11.15 Departure for the National Genocide Memorial

11.30 Visit of the National Genocide Memorial 

13.00 Buffet lunch
Venue: Novotel

14.00 Meeting with Mr Jean-Marie Vianney HARERIMANA, Independant 
Candidate
Venue: Novotel

15.00 Meeting with Mr Eugene RWIBASIRA, President of Civil Society 
Electoral Observation Mission
Venue: Novotel

16.00 Meeting with Mr Protais MITALI, PL President and Minister of Youth
Venue: Novotel

17.00 Meeting with Mr Jean Damascene NTAWUKULIRYYAYO, PSD 
Candidate and Minister of Health
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Venue: Novotel

19.30 Dinner at the Residence of Head of EC Delegation

Sunday, 14 September

09.00 Meeting with Mrs Fatuma NDANGIZA, National Unity and Reconciliation 
Executive Secretary
Venue: Novotel

10.00 Meeting with LDGL, Domestic Observer Group
Venue: Novotel

11.00 Meeting with Mr Christophe BAZIVAMO, RPF Vice-President and Minister of 
Agriculture
Venue: Ministry of Agriculture

12.30 Meeting with Mrs Oda GASINZIGWA, President of the National Council of 
Women
Venue: Novotel

14.00

19.00

 Team observing in GISENYI

Departure from Kigali

Arrival at the hotel 
SERENA HOTEL
P.O. Box 7469
Kigali
Tel. +250 541 101 - Fax + 250 541 102

Briefing by EU-EOM Long Term Observers in Gisenyi

On election day, opening and observation in Gisenyi, then back to Kigali on 16 
September morning

 Teams observing in KIGALI

Briefing by EU-EOM Long Term Observers in Kigali 

Monday, 15 September

Election Day

Opening of the polling stations at 6 am and closing at 3 pm. 
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Counting at polling station level from 5 pm.

Tuesday, 16 September

19.00

Debriefing of the delegation on the election observation from different 
teams

Exchange of views of the delegation with Mr CASHMAN, the EU-EOM
and the representatives of the Member States

Cocktail hosted by the EP delegation with the EU-EOM, the European 
Commission's Delegation, representatives of the Member States and other 
international observers
Venue: Serena hotel

Wednesday, 17 September 

Joint press conference, presentation of the preliminary statement

End of the mission
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SUMMARY OF MEETINGS

13 September

Mr Michael CASHMAN, MEP, Chief Observer of the EU Election Observation 
Mission  

Michael Cashman welcomed the chair of the EP delegation Jürgen Schröder and 
introduced the members of the EU EOM Core Team. He noted that during the 
election observation process observers should clearly distinguish subjective factors 
from objective facts, draw their conclusions only on factual and verifiable evidence
and make impartial and professional analysis based on the gathered information. 
Cashman underlined the shared responsibilities of the Short and Long Term 
Observers during the Election Day activities and gave the floor to the Core Team 
members to explain in detail the pre-election situation in Rwanda. 

Core Team of the EU EOM

Christina Binder, legal analyst, outlined the relevant legal framework for the 2008 
parliamentary elections in Rwanda, which included the international human rights 
treaties ratified by Rwanda, the Rwandan Constitution of 2003, the Organic Law of 
2003 governing the Parliamentary and Presidential elections (amended in 2007 and 
2008), the Organic Law of 2003 governing Political organizations and Politicians, the 
Law of 2005 relating to the organisation and functioning of the National Election 
Commission (NEC), numerous regulations and instructions adopted by the NEC, 
presidential decrees. She briefed the Delegation on the registration procedures, duties 
and obligations of the contenders - political parties and independent candidates. The 
registration procedure for independent candidates was extremely burdensome since 
the candidate needed to collect 600 signatures (12 from each of the 30 districts). As a 
result there was only one independent candidate participating in the elections. As 
regards the voter registration, some groups of people were prevented from registering 
(e.g. prisoners, Category 1 and 2 perpetrators of genocide). For the first time in the 
2008 elections Category 3 perpetrators (around 308 000 people) were allowed to vote. 

Binder also made a brief overview of the rules, procedures and other aspects of the 
election campaign. It lasted 20 days and only parties which reached the 5 % threshold 
to get into the parliament were reimbursed for their campaign expenses. She 
concluded her presentation with information on the complaints and appeals the voters 
were competent to submit to different national authorities. 

Anna Schmidt made an overall analysis of the country. She outlined the main 
characteristics of the political space in Rwanda. Rwanda was a one party dominant 
state with the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) in power. Although “opposition” parties 
were allowed (e.g. Social Democratic Party, Liberal Party), they regarded themselves 
as complementary to the RPF. Of course, the dominant figure in Rwandan politics 
was Paul Kagame, President of Rwanda and leader of RPF. 
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As regards the economic and social development of the country, the most important 
strategic document was “Vision 2020” with the ambitious objective to turn Rwanda 
into a middle-income country by 2020. Schmidt concluded by explaining the 
administrative restructuring of the country that took place during the last few years.    

Maria Espinosa analysed the electoral framework of the 2008 parliamentary elections 
in Rwanda. She outlined the main tasks and duties of the NEC, the different types of 
elections taking place from 15 to 18 September 2008, as well as the most important 
aspects of the polling, counting and consolidation procedures. A major concern was 
the one-hour gap between the end of voting (at 15.00) and the beginning of ballot 
counting (at 16.00) since it could be used for manipulation of the electoral process.

Alexandre Castanias, media analyst, touched upon the role of media before and after 
the genocide and underlined the serious reforms of the media space in Rwanda. There 
were two governmental regulatory institutions dealing with the media in the country –
the Ministry of Information and the High Council of the Press – as well as several 
non-governmental organizations such as the Rwanda Journalist Association. As 
regards the freedom of press, there was a high level of self-censorship due to the 
threat of false allegations, divisionism and defamation charges. 

Castanias made an overview of the print and electronic media outlets in the country. 
The government (through information agency ORINFOR) controlled seven media 
outlets – TV Rwanda, four radio stations and two publications. It also controlled the 
advertising market - a main source of revenue for the private media. As a result, the 
government could easily exert influence on critical private media outlets by simply 
cutting it from the advertising market. 

Mathias Eick, press and public outreach officer, had encountered a lot of difficulties 
in explaining the role of the EU EOM to the Rwandese, most of which believed that 
the EOM would intervene in the election process. Fact sheets in three languages, 
visibility materials and radio spots in French, English and Kinyarwanda were the 
main tools used to promote and explain to the local population the objectives of the 
EOM. Eick encouraged the Long and Short Term Observers to follow a certain “code 
of conduct” to avoid difficulties during Election Day. 

Carlo Pappalardo, the observers’ coordinator, explained the structure of the LTOs and 
STOs deployed for the elections in Rwanda and outlined the main roles and 
responsibilites of the STOs. He described the deployment plan of the Members of the 
EP Delegation (one group would go to Gisenya, the other one would stay in Kigali). 
Upon their arrival in the deployment region, the EP STOs would be briefed by and 
given instructions from the LTOs in the relevant region.

Martim Freire, operations and security expert, informed the Delegation that the 
situation in Rwanda had been very stable and there were no indications of any rise in 
tensions in the pre-elections period. Consequently, no violence and physical 
intimidation was expected during Election Day.

Heads of EU missions
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Ambassador David MacRae, Head of the European Commission Delegation to 
Rwanda, introduced the heads of missions (or their representatives) of Belgium, 
United Kingdom, Germany and the Netherlands. He noted that the elections were well 
prepared, especially in comparison to the previous elections in 2003, and the RPF  
campaign was well managed. He also considered that the coordination between RPF 
and the six coalition partners was good and, as a result, the RPF list of candidates was 
very well drawn with a lot of female candidates placed at the top of the list. MacRae 
assessed the pre-election atmosphere as very calm.

Ambassador Nicholas Cannon, Head of mission of the UK, characterized the 
Rwandan society as very disciplined and used to structures and hierarchy. The reasons 
for this were the high density of the population; the still traumatised society of the 
genocide events; the political system itself, based on consensus; the extreme 
sensitivity of the issue of ethnicity. Cannon underlined that Rwanda had an 
"integrating" political space and, consequently, the elections weren't confrontational 
but built upon a positive debate. 

Théo Bart, Head of mission of Belgium, pointed out that the voter interest in these 
elections was much lower compared to the 2003 presidential elections. The opening 
of the election campaign itself wasn't visible enough and the voters were barely 
familiar with the political programmes of the different contenders.

Prof. Chrysologue KARANGWA, Chairman of the National Election 
Commission

Prof. Karangwa made a very thorough presentation of the preparations for the 2008 
parliamentary elections. He started with some background information on the role and 
functions of the NEC, officially established in November 2000 and reaffirmed by the 
2003 Constitution. Among other things the NEC was responsible for the preparations 
and organisation of elections, publishing of results, preparation and conduct of civic 
education programmes, development of relations with national and international 
bodies, collaboration with government structures. Its main objective was to promote 
democracy and good governance in Rwanda by ensuring that elections were free and 
fair. 

Karangwa described the timeline of key election preparation activities. The 2008 
elections were the first one from the 2008-2011 electoral cycle, thus serving as a 
foundation for the forthcoming presidential elections in August 2010. The 
preparations were based on the NEC Strategic Plan covering the period 2007-2011 
and the Election Road Map 2008-2011. 

The NEC Chairman underlined the unique nature of the election system in Rwanda 
which had taken into account the historical background of the country. The elections 
in Rwanda consisted of 2 parts - direct and indirect elections - to guarantee the 
representation of every category of people in the national parliament. Karangwa also 
discussed the method of recruitment of election staff and the composition of the 
parliament. In the end he underlined that Rwanda had invited numerous organisations 
and countries to send election observers. The final results of the elections would be 
officially announced on 25 September.
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Mr Jean-Marie Vianney HARERIMANA, Independent Candidate

Harerimana said that he was a patriotic man who represented all Rwandese people. He 
decided to run in the elections because of his good understanding and thorough 
knowledge of Rwandan history which would help him make the right decisions for his 
country. He believed that he would be able to pass the 5% threshold to get into the 
national parliament. Harerimana didn’t receive financial support from any political 
organization but despite his restricted financial resources, he was able to use all media 
outlets (radio, television, etc.) for his pre-election campaign. His political programme 
was based on four pillars: supporting youth associations and education for all, social 
welfare through private sector support, crime prevention (through better education), 
achieving the target set in Vision 2020. In the end he concluded that he was satisfied 
with the achievements of the government, but the parliament still had to improve its 
work to speed up the development of the country.

Mr Eugene RWIBASIRA, President of Civil Society Elections Observers Mission
(CSEOM)

The civil society platform (operational since 2006) was an umbrella organization 
comprising 703 election observation organizations. The Platform’s methodology of 
work was quite similar to the EU EOM’s – CSEOM was led by a chief observer 
supported by a core team, LTOs and STOs were deployed in the country (LTOs had 
been trained and deployed two months prior to Election Day). Moreover, CSEOM 
held several meetings and collaborated very effectively with the EU EOM.

CSEOM main findings from the pre-election observation period included: there 
wasn’t a real political opposition; media coverage of the contenders’ election 
campaigns was unequal due to difference in available financial resources; civic 
education regarding the elections was insufficient (many people didn’t know whether 
the 2008 elections are presidential or parliamentarian). Rwibasira assured the 
members that Civil Society Platform wasn’t financially supported by the government 
and the LTOs and STOs were absolutely independent in their observations. 

Mr Protais MITALI, President of the Liberal Party (PL) and Minister of Youth

Mitali, the president of the Liberal Party since August 2007, underlined that PL was 
one of the oldest parties in the country – it was established in 1991. During the 
genocide events the party lost many of its members and since that time it was 
constantly trying to rebuild its structures. In the current legislature PL held 11% of the 
parliamentary seats (9 members) and Mitali expected to have at least the same 
parliamentary representation after the 2008 elections. The fact that PL was able to 
campaign at every administrative level in the country (in contrast to the 2003 
elections) could further enhance the party’s overall success in the elections. 

Mitali explained that the genocide events in 1994 led to continuing mistrust of the 
Rwandan population in the political parties. As a result the political system in Rwanda 
was based on complementarity of political parties rather than on opposition and 
confrontation of political views and objectives. He underlined that for his political 
party it was much more important to be able to express its views than to belong to the 
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majority group within the national parliament. PL could share its ideals, fundamental 
principles and ideological views within the special Forum of political parties. Mitali
also pointed out that regardless of the similar views of the political parties in Rwanda, 
people still recognise the PL party (as well as every other party) as a unique and 
separate entity in the country’s political space. 

In his capacity as a Minister of Youth, he noted that primary education was free and 
lasted 6 years; the number of secondary education graduates had increased by 200-
300%; currently there were 44 000 university students in Rwanda. The government 
was trying to secure all the necessary resources for primary education for all and to 
develop a new policy for vocational training to facilitate the access to work of 
educated people.               

Mr Jean Damascene NTAWUKULIRYAYO, PSD Candidate and Minister of 
Health

The Social Democratic Party was also established in 1991 and it lost the majority of 
its members (including the president, the first and second vice-presidents and the 
secretary general of the party) during the genocide. PSD took part in the 2003 
elections by supporting President Kagame because of his strong commitment and 
leadership. Ntawukuliryayo noted that in the 2008 pre-elections campaign, financed 
solely by own resources, PSD had been very active in all regions of the country. 

The Minister pointed out that PSD political programme was based on the principles of 
democracy, solidarity and good governance. In his views in order to identify a party 
as “socialist”, it was enough to promote solidarity and equity among people and to 
support, for instance, the idea of universal health and education. Therefore he didn’t 
consider that joining the International Socialist party would raise the socialist profile 
of PSD. 

As regards the economic and social development in Rwanda, he noted that 58% of the 
Rwandese lived under the poverty line, that 50% of the Rwandan budget was coming 
from outside resources and that there was still a large gap between rich and poor. To 
close this gap, the Rwandese needed better education but also they had to work 
harder. The government was constantly trying to close the dividing line between rich 
and poor through the collection of taxes which were consequently used in the spheres 
of health, education, etc.

Regarding the lack of a real multi-party system in Rwanda, Ntawukuliryayo argued 
that nowadays in Rwanda everybody aspired to the same things - good governance, 
achieving the objectives of Vision 2020, fast economic growth and development of 
the country. He however was certain that despite the similar political party 
programmes, RPF would have managed the Ministry of health in a different way than 
PSD was currently doing it. 

Sunday, 14 September
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Mrs Fatuma NDANGIZA, National Unity and Reconciliation Executive 
Secretary

The National Unity and Reconciliation Commission (NURC) was established in 1999 
to monitor whether public, private or civil society institutions respected the 
reconciliation policy of Rwanda and denounced discrimination, intolerance and 
xenophobia. Different studies showed that the main causes for the genocide were 
chronic bad governance of the country; culture of impunity leading to disrespect of 
human rights and the rule of law; high level of poverty and inequalities; poor 
education and high level of illiteracy. Ndangiza pointed out that the majority of 
perpetrators of genocide were poor and illiterate people. 

After taking into consideration the above conflict analysis, the Commission came up 
with 2 main programmes to promote reconciliation and unity within the Rwandan
society. The first one was focused on civic education through the organisation of 
different workshops and seminars (topics included trauma healing, civic rights, 
promotion of democracy, ways to alleviate poverty, etc.). The idea of these workshops 
was to create spaces where people could talk, share their past and experience, built 
trust and confidence in each other, promote culture of responsibility. The second 
programme was dealing mainly with peace building and conflict management. In 
addition, there were various traditional reconciliation tools in Rwanda (itolero, 
ingando, gacaca). The programmes encompassed every layer and group of Rwandan 
society (women, youth, former prisoners, etc.) since everyone had to participate in the 
reconciliation process. Ndangiza explained that the Commission was also monitoring 
elections to see how the election process could contribute to reconciliation. 

As regards children education, the Commission promoted reconciliation and peace 
education in schools rather than explaining the genocide events and teaching the 
history of genocide. In addition, NURC was currently working on a history handbook 
which would include only factual information of Rwandan history and leave the 
historical analysis to the Rwandese themselves. 

As a whole Ndangiza assessed the work of the NURC as very successful - there were 
a lot of cases of forgiveness, perpetrators and victims were working together, 
confidence in the Catholic Church was re-established. Nevertheless some challenges 
remained such as the high level of social traumatisation which could still be felt 
among the population or people denying the genocide.

LDGL, Domestic Observer Group

Pascal Nyiribakwe, the executive secretary of LDGL, explained that the civil society 
group was observing elections in Burundi, the Democratic Republic of Congo and 
Rwanda. The observers themselves were nationals of these three countries. He 
mentioned that initially the LDGL experienced some problems with the accreditation 
of its observers but in the end the NEC accredited 118 observers (60 LTOs and 58 
STOs) from the organization. LDGL deployed its LTOs a month before the elections 
– on 12 August. Nyiribakwe added that besides the election preparations, the LDGL 
was also observing the media and producing daily synthesis reports as regards its 
coverage of the elections. 
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Mr Christophe BAZIVAMO, RPF Vice-President and Minister of Agriculture

Bazivamo outlined the achievements of the Rwandan government since 2003, the 
most important of them being: decentralisation of decision-making in the country with 
the idea that decisions are taken at the lowest level and society participation in 
decision-making is guaranteed; establishment of an ombudsman position (resolving 
up to 40% of the cases that had to go to court); gacaca system of justice; ubudehe 
programme, operating at the lowest administrative unit and bringing together all 
members of the community to assess their socio-economic conditions, define their 
priorities and decide on what and how to spend best the money they received. He 
noted that all these instruments lead to a higher level of integration, social cohesion 
and reconciliation within the society. He also added that Rwandan economy is 
constantly developing (projections showed that only within the last half year there 
was an 8% increase in Rwandan GDP) and that all government measures were with a 
view to achieve the objectives of Vision 2020 and the UN MDGs and to alleviate 
poverty. In the end, he underlined the importance of women for the overall 
development of the country. 

Regarding the elections, Bazivamo mentioned that the campaigning structure of 2008 
elections was quite different compared to the elections in 2003 since it was led at all 
administrative levels. In addition, all contenders had equal rights and opportunities 
when using the media outlets for their campaigns. Unfortunately he didn't have any 
information as regards the prices of radio and television election campaign spots and 
therefore wasn't able to assess how financially burdensome a campaign could be and 
in particular how expensive the RPF campaign was. When asked about multi-partism 
in the country, he explained that in Rwanda it was constitutionally forbidden that the 
President, the Speaker of the Senate and the Speaker of the Chamber of deputies were 
from the same party and that the principle of power sharing between different political 
parties was applied. As a result, Rwanda actually already had a multi-party system of 
government - there were eight political parties in parliament, five of which were 
represented in the government.

Mrs Oda GASINZIGWA, President of the National Council of Women

Gasinzigwa underlined the importance of women’s participation in decision-making 
and leadership of the country as well as the common responsibility of men and 
women for the development of Rwanda. Consequently, the post-genocide 
Constitution ensured a 30% quota for female representatives within the parliament. 
Currently, women were holding many important government positions in Rwanda, 
such as Minister of Education or Minister of State for agriculture. 

As a consequence of the genocide events women remained a demographic majority in 
Rwanda and comprised more than 54% of the total population. Although few women 
participated actively in the genocide, many women were genocide victims. To
overcome the common challenges from their past, Rwandan women started to 
establish different associations. In this context, the National Council of Women 
(NCW) was also a structure for women, regardless however of their historical 
background. The Council was fully decentralized so that solutions were taken at the 
same level where problems existed. Gasinzigwa assessed NCW as a very powerful 
structure – it was a member of the election board for the district councils, it could ask 
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any leader to come and explain to the Council what he was doing currently to fulfil 
his duties. 

Gasinzigwa considered that the separate indirect elections for the 24 women 
representatives were an indispensable mechanism which guaranteed a male/female 
balance in Rwandan parliament. As an example she pointed out that in the 2006 
elections for local councils, women won only 40.8 % of the positions. Therefore until 
a parity of sexes in Rwandan politics was achieved, the separate elections for women 
were a necessity. Of course, the Council was constantly lobbing for a greater share of 
women candidates in the elections lists of the political parties. 

During the indirect elections there was no influence from political parties and the 
political affiliation of the candidates wasn’t important or taken into account. The only 
eligibility criterion for candidates in the indirect elections was membership in NCW. 
At the same time, however, it was absolutely possible that the candidates were 
members of a given political party – this was a personal right. Gasinzigwa concluded 
that in Rwandan parliament all representatives were equal and shared the same duties 
and responsibilities, no matter how they were elected - directly or indirectly.
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Statement by Jürgen Schröder at the EU EOM Press Conference,

Kigali, 17 September 2008

Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen,

 I had the honour to chair the European Parliament delegation that 

was part of the EU observation mission. In this capacity, let me 

stress that our delegation fully endorses the findings of the EU 

mission Preliminary Statement.

We have been present in the country as short term observers, 

arriving three days before the elections.

In the days before the elections, we held meetings with the 

different stakeholders, which gave the delegation a good overview 

of the context of, and preparations for, the elections.

As Parliamentarians, we wish to highlight the following points:

 On Election Day, we observed the calm and peaceful atmosphere, 

the highly committed staff but also some serious shortcomings with 

regard to the performance of the voting and counting procedures 

which constitute indispensable safeguards for the success of the 

election process.

 Looking toward the future, the NEC will have to organize better 

and more training for election staff. The European Union and 

especially the European Parliament, as the budgetary authority, 

stand ready to make available support to this end.
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 As regards the newly elected Parliament, we again expect the 

highest percentage of women in the world and we commend the 

Rwandese for this achievement.

 As Parliamentarians, we consider that dialogue is the key to 

parliamentary democracy. This dialogue has to exist inside the 

Parliament as a reflexion of the dialogue in the country. This 

means that there have to be real options, real choices and 

alternatives. Inside an elected Parliament, this means open and fair 

debate, allowing for opposing views. For an election, this means 

true competition between political actors, involving competing 

political parties and civil society.

As Parliamentarians, we observed that this dialogue is only in its 

emerging stage in this country, and we therefore recommend the 

pursuit of its development.

 The European Parliament has been involved in interparliamentary 

dialogue with the Rwandese Parliament. This has taken place in the 

framework of the EU-ACP Joint Parliamentary Assembly and the 

European Parliament’s relations with the Pan-African Parliament.

 The European Parliament stands ready to continue and strengthen 

this dialogue, in order to pursue peace and prosperity for Rwanda 

and its people.
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